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NEW QUESTION 1 

A developer needs to create a Visual force page that displays Case data. The page will be used by both 

support reps and support managers. The Support Rep profile does not allow visibility of the 

Customer_Satisfaction c field, but the Support Manager profile does. 

How can the developer create the page to enforce Field Level Security and keep future maintenance to a 

minimum? 

A. Create one Visual force Page for use by both profiles. 

B. Use a new Support Manager permission set. 

C. Create a separate Visual force Page for each profile. 

D. Use a custom controller that has the with sharing keyword 

Answer: D 

NEW QUESTION 2 

Which tool allows a developer to send requests to the Salesforce REST APIs and view the responses? 

A. REST resource path URL 

B. Workbench REST Explorer 

C. Developer Console REST tab 

D. Force.com IDE REST Explorer tab 

Answer: B 

NEW QUESTION 3 

For which three items can a trace flag be configured? (Choose three.) 

A. Apex Trigger 

B. Apex Class 

C. Process Builder 

D. User 

E. Visual force 

Answer: ABD 
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NEW QUESTION 4 

A developer encounters APEX heap limit errors in a trigger. 

Which two methods should the developer use to avoid this error? (Choose two.) 

A. Use the transient keyword when declaring variables. 

B. Query and store fields from the related object in a collection when updating related objects. 

C. Remove or set collections to null after use. 

D. Use SOQL for loops instead of assigning large queries results to a single collection and looping 

through the collection 

Answer: AD 

NEW QUESTION 5 

A Visualforce page is required for displaying and editing Case records that includes both standard and 

custom functionality defined in an Apex class called myControllerExtension. 

The Visualforce page should include which <apex:page> attribute(s) to correctly implement controller 

functionality? 

A. controller=“Case” and extensions=“myControllerExtension” 

B. extensions=“myControllerExtension” 

C. controller=“myControllerExtension” 

D. standardController=“Case” and extensions=“myControllerExtension” 

Answer: D 

NEW QUESTION 6 

A company has a custom object named Warehouse. Each Warehouse record has a distinct record 

owner, and is related to a parent Account in Salesforce.Which kind of relationship would a developer 

use to relate the Account to the Warehouse? 

A. One -to -Many 

B. Lookup 

C. Master -Detail 

D. Parent -Child 
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Answer: B 

NEW QUESTION 7 

What is the return data type when ApexPages.currentPage().getParameters() is used to retrieve URL 

parameters from a visualforce controller? 

A. Map 

B. List 

C. Enum 

D. String[] 

 

Answer: A 

NEW QUESTION 8 

In an organization that has enabled multiple currencies, a developer needs to aggregate the sum of the 

Estimated_value c currency field from the CampaignMember object using a roll-up summary field called 

Total_estimated_value c on Campaign. 

A. The values in Campaignmember.Estimated_value c are converted into the currency of the 

Campaign record and the sum is displayed using the currency on the Campaign record. 

B. The values in CampaignMember.Estimated_value c are converted into the currency on the 

majority of the CampaignMember records and the sum is displayed using that currency. 

C. The values in CampaignMember.Estimated_value c are summed up and the resulting 

Total_estimated_value c field is displayed as a numeric field on the Campaign record. 

D. The values In CampaignMember.Estimated_value c are converted into the currency of the 

current user, and the sum is displayed using the currency on the Campaign record. 

Answer: A 

NEW QUESTION 9 

What is an accurate constructor for a custom controller named "MyController"? 

A. public MyController () { account = new Account () ; } 

B. public MyController (sObject obj) { account = (Account) obj; } 

C. public MyController (List objects) { accounts = (List ) objects; } 
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D. public MyController (ApexPages.StandardController stdController) { account = (Account) 

stdController.getRecord(); } 

Answer: A 

NEW QUESTION 10 

What is a characteristic of the Lightning Component Framework? Choose 2 answers: 

 

A. It has an event-driven architecture. 

B. It works with existing Visualforce pages. 

C. It includes responsive components. 

D. It uses XML as its data forma 

 

Answer: AC 
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